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THE CONTRIBUTION OF FLAMES UNDER CEILINGS
TO FIRE SPREAD IN COMPARTMENTS

PART I. INCOMBUSTIBLE CEILINGS

by

PoL. Hinkley, H.G.H. Wraight and C. R. Theobald

SUMMARY

This report describes the detailed measurements in an experimental
investigation of flames spreading under an incombustible ceiling. Later
reports will deal with combustible ceiling linings and the practical applications
of the worke

. Experiments were performed in a model representing the ceiling of a corridor
withe. fire at one end- a gas burner was used to represent the fire, this was

.replaced by wooden cribs in experiments to be described in a later report.

Depending on the size of the f'Lr-e and its distance beneath the ceiling, the
t'Lames .may have drawn up into the horizontal layer of hot gases enough air for
combustion of the fuel gases. The flame length is then determined by mixing
within the layer. The air drawn up may not be sut'f.i.c Lerrt for the combustion
of the gases from large fires and the remaining air required for combustion is
entrained vertically into the hot gases flowing over the cooler air beneath.

Correlations of horizontal flame lengths have been derived and related to
the much shorter lengths of vertical flames.

Relationships have been derived from the experimental data from which it is
possible to estimate the radiation downwards from the hot ceiling and the gases
beneath it to the floor with a view to estimating the contribution to fire
spread on the floor.

A heat balance of the ceiling gases was satisfactory, so confirming the
validity of the calculations~ Horizontal flames radiate more of the heat
produced at a level sufficient to assist fire spread than do vertical ones.
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ABSTRACT----,-'....._-

In order to devise rational tests and performance requirements for flammable

linings in various positions in buildings, one must have some quantitative design

criteria either from direct experience or from research and, although mU0h

experimental work has been done, in the U.K. and overseas. there are still many

difficulties in presenting a clear description of the processes of fire

growth and the contribution to this of the many factors involved. Thus! it is

deceptively easy to devise tests for linings but so far Lmpo ssLb l e to get an

agreed order of merit between various materials subjected to tests ostensibly

designed for the same purpose.

In parallel with an experimental international study covering the role of

many factors in fire growth, certain fundamental features of fire growth are

being studied in detail; and this report is the first one of a series

investigating the oharacteristics of flames beneath various kinds of ceilings.

The special feature of fjres in enclosed spaces is that at some stage the

flames from materials on the floor are deflected by the ceiling and extend

horizontally. This, as the report shows; dramatically increases the radiation

to unburnt fuel aWi:Ly from the fire, and this alone will lead to fire spread

irrespective of other influences, even under incombustib1e ceilings.

This report is essentially a detailed scientific description of the work.

Its practical implications will be dealt with elsewhere.

The most important resuJts of this study are as follows;

fihere are various different conditions of burning, for example if the fire

is close to the ceiling (as from the top of a high stack) the flames are of a

type different from those from a lower source. The former are fu.el-rich, the

latter air-rich, and different laws app~y relating the f1ame length to the rate

of burning. ;i'or air-rich flames below pa.rt of a ceiling between two parallel

screens

where ,Im is flow rate of fuel per unit width of flow path

;fo is den.sity, taken as that of air

and g is acceleration due to gravity

] is measured from a virtual origin which is between 4.3 and 5.3 times the depth

of the layer of hot gases beneath the ceiling! Le. between 2.0 and 2.7 times the

distance of the floor fire bel,ow the ceiling.
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Tl:l':~se flames are at least five times the length of vertical flames produced

by the same burning rate of fuel.

The radiation emitted downwards from an asbestos ceiling heated by the

flame was

I = 50 exp (-4.05X/l) W/cm
2

where X is the distance from the virtual origin of the flames and the heat

transfer to the ceiling was

2
H = 70 exp(-4.6X/l) W/cm

These equations do no t apply between the virtual origin of the flames and

the actual oru.gr.n., A maximum rate of heat transfer rate to the ceiling of

17 W/cm2 has been recorded at the latter position.

Calculations based on the experimental measurements have been made of the

relative proportions of the heat output of the flames transferred by radiation

from the flames and the ceiling behind them .. by conduction through the ceiling

and walls and by convection in the hot gas layer. The heat transferred by

radiation is up to four times greater from horizontal flames than from vertical

ones.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS IN ALFHABETICAL ORDER

Layer depth at virtual origin.

Radi.ation intensity from vertical flames.

Radiation intensity at virtual origin.

Depth of end acr-eon ,

"seen" by radiometer disc.Maximum value of

Specific heat of hot gases.

Specific heat of gases in layer.

Convective heat transfer coefficient from topside of ceiling.

Molecular diffusion coefficient.

Shorter dimension of fuel bed.

Diameter of pitot head.

Convective heat transfer coefficient for underside of ceiling.

Radiation intensity on ceiling

Flame length measured from virtual origin.

Total mass flow rate of hot gases.

Gravitational acceleration.

Heat transfer to ceiling.

Heat loss through ceiling.

Constant.

Flame heigh t .

Flame height measured to tip.

Radiation intensity recoded by radiometers.

Heat transfer to ceiling at virtual origin.

Depth of burner below ceiling.

Radiation intensity from base of hot gas layer.

Radiation intensity immediately above radiometer.

Constant.

111l'Ia;trroaJ,,'\;.Qonductivity of asbestos wood.

Depth of layer of hot gases.

'I'hd.ckneas of asbestos wood.

a =
B =
C =p

c =
D =
D =P

d =
d =c

df =

d =s

g =
H =
H =c

H =g

H =0

H =u

h =
I =
I =c

I =g

I ~

0

I _.
I'

I =v

K =

,K =c

.ii:~ k' =
L =
L =t

1 =
M =
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Mf :::: Mas.s flow rate of t own gas from burner.

M :::: Mass rate of entrainment.
v

M" :::: Mass flow rate of hot gases per unit area.

(M ) :::: Momentum flow beneath ceiling.
v 1

(Mv)2 :::: Momentum flow of hot gases entering layer.

m' ::= Flow rate of town gas from burner per em width.

m" =: Burning rate per unit area of fuel bed.

Qf :::: Rate of heat gain by eombustion.

Q1

Or

:: Convective heat transfer with flow of hot gases.

-- Rate of heat loss by radiation.

_. Rate of heat loss through oeiling and soreens.

T

Tc

To

Tu

u

v

::::

::::

::::

::::

::::

::::

::::

::::

Absolute temperature of hot gases.

Absolute temperature of underside of ceiJing.

Absolute temperature of ambient air.

Absolute temperature of topside of oeiling.

Upward velocity of entrained air.

Veloei ty of luminous flames.

Speed of travel of film in camera.

Volume flow rate of air and fuel gas.

Volume flow rate of town gas.

Yelocity of layer of hot gases.

W :::: Width of corridor.

x Hor-isont.a'I distances measured from virtual origin (x + xo)'
x :::: Horizontal distance measured from rear of corridor.

x :::: Distance of virtual origin behind rear of corridor.
o

y :::: Height above "bottom of layer.

z := "Dummy" variable.

Z :::: Pi tot tube anemometer reading in em. water gauge.

:::: Angle of track on film with film margin.

::::

z:

Magnification of camera optical syst.em .

Emissivity

Temperature excess over ambient.



= Inorease in heat carried as latent heat o~ water vapour.

= Kincl'l';~tt,iQ·Y:L::l,QO$;;~tty.

5 = Horizontal distance ~rom point immediately over radiometer.

= Density.

- Density o~ town gas.

:1 = Density 0 f gas in layer reduced to N.T.P.if 0

= Density o~ water.

= Ste~an's constant.

% = Con~iguration ~actor.

%a = Conf'Lgur-a td.on f'ac to.r at radiometer o f bottom of hot gas layer.



THE CONTRIBUTION OF FL.AMES UNDER CEILINGS
TO FIRE SPREAD IN COMPARTMENTS

PART I. INCOMBUSTIBLE CEILINGS

by

P. t. Hinkley, H.G-.H. Wraight and C. R. Theobald

1. INTRODUCTION

The "f'Laahover-" of a fire in a compartment is generally defined as the stage

when fire quickly spreads to involve the entire compartment1• The time taken for

flashover to occur is of practical importance in determining the possibility of

escape by the occupants and the size of the fire on the arrival of the fire brigade.

In the past many experiments have been undertaken to study the growth of the fire

to flashover and the way in which this is affected by the geometry of the compartment

and the materials of which it is composed. 1

A method frequently adopted has been to construct a compartment (either full

size or a model) and to carry out experiments wi th an arrangement of combustible

contents ov.er which fire is found to spread in a repeatable way and at a convenient

rate. The influence of changing various features (often the wall and ceiling

linings) is then a tud.l.ed ,

While such an approach has yielded much useful information it has so far

thrown little light on the physical and combustion processes occurring in the

important transition between the fire behaving as it would in the open and

"flashover".

When the fire on the ground has grown to the extent that flames have reached

the ceiling, any further increase in size must result in flames extending

horizontally beneath the ceiling; this configuration is expected to result in

a greatly increased rate of h.eat transfer, back to the floor as well as to the

oeiling itself" At the same time it is expected that the rate of entrainment

of air will be much less than for vertical ones. Clearly, it is to be expected

that this horizontal spread of flame with its influence on the thermal feedback

to the floor must playa vital role in the growth of fire.

Little information could be found about flames of this type and experiments

were therefore direetea. towards determining their characteristics and in particular

the rate of transfer of heat from them both to the ceiling and the floor beneath.



Experiments were carried out in models representing a corridor with a fire at

one end. A corridor was chosen because the flow of gases along a corridor in one

direction should be simpler to study than radial flow beneath a flat ceiling both

from the theoretical and the experimental stand-point. This configuration is

directly applicable not only to spread in corridors but also to spread along the

bays of buildings with sawtooth and similar roofs; the flow in many other situations

is frequently more uni-directional than radial.

The models each comprised a long ceiling with screens hanging down from its

edges to channel the hot gases along it, but were effeotively without floors.

They were mounted sufficiently far above the floor of the.laboratory to present no

hindrance to the entrainment of air by the flames and to prevent the floor becoming

hot enough to significantly affect the heat balance. This was done firstly for

safety, there was no opportunity for the formation of pockets of an explosive

mixture; secondly, it enabled the horizontal flames to be studied in isolation

without the complicating factor of the "feedback" of heat from the floor and finally

it greatly simplified instrumentation and observation of the flames.

The effect of a floor to a model corridor will be reported in a later note.

The fuel used was town gas because it was an easily available fuel of known

calorific value and the rate of input of fuel could be easily set to a known value

which did not depend on the rate of feedback of heat to the fueL This enabled

effects of the horizontal flames, due to the heating up of the ceiling and walls,

to be separated from those due to the increase in burning rate of the fuel.

However! town gas is a mixture of gases which differs from that produced by the

pyrolysis of cellulosic materials, which are those most frequently involved in

fires and the differenoes in heat transfer rates due to this factor will be

d.i.scuaaed in another note.

2. EXP.li.lRIMENTAL CORRIDORS

The town gas burner incorporated in the experimental apparatus was based on

one desoribed elsewhere2., and consisted essentially of a tray of exfoliated

vermiculi te having a horizontal aurf'ace area of 46 x 115 om through which the

town gas percolated. The distance of the surface of the burner beneath the

eeiling could be varied from 37 to 120 em.

The ceiling of the model corridor used in most of these experiments (Fig. 1

PIate 1) was 7,3 metres long and 1 .2 metres wide and was mounted 1 <,8 metres above

the concrete floor of the laboratory, with its rear end over the burner, It was

made of 1 .27 em thick asbestos wood and was fitted with screens along the sides

and at the rear end to channel the hot gases from a fire, The screen at the
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rear and the first 1.2 metres of the side screens were made of 1 .27 em thick

asbestos wood and the remainder of the side screens were made of 0.48 cm

thick asbestos millboard. The screens varied in depth from 120 cm at the

closed end to 50 em at the open end (Fig, 1).

In a few early experiments a corridor 80·cm wide and 5.8 metres long

was used. This was basioally simi.lar to the one described above but the

burner was 51 em x 63.5 om in area and was fixed 37 em beneath the ceiling.

In addition the open end of the corridor CQuld be partly closed by an asbestos

wood screen extending downwards from the ceiling.

3 • EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The positions of the measuring devices in the corridor during the main

experiments are shown on Fig. 1.

3.1. Radiation

The intensity of radiation downwards from the Layer' of flame and

hot gases was measur-ed by a line of six radiometers3 A, facing upwards

along the centre line of the corridor and generally 66 em beneath the

ceiling; in this position the contribution of the radiation from the

portion of the screens below the level of the layer of hot gases to

the measured intensity was negligible since the acceptance angle of

the radiometers. was effectively only 135 degrees. In experiments

with the burner 37 em beneath the ceiling the radiometers were also

37 em beneath the ceiling. The intensity of radiation immediately

in front of the burner was too high to be measured by the available

radiometers, and a total radiation pyrometer with an arsenio tri-sulphide

lens was therefore direoted upwards at the ceiling at this point. The

radiation from the vertical flames was measured by a narrow angle total

radiation pyrometer with a similar lens directed along the corridor.

3.2. Ceiling temperatures

Ceiling temperatures were measured by twelve chromel-alumel thermo

couples along the oentre line of its lower surface. The couples were

attached by silicate paint in grooves so that they were flush with the

lower surface of the ceiling.



3.). Heat transfer to neiling

The rates of heat transfer to the ceiling were calculated .from the

equilibrium ceiling temperatures as described in AppBndix 1 . It was

found difficult to ensure good contact between the ceiling and the

thermocouple imm.ed.iately over the burner, and the rate of heat transfer

to the ceiling at this point was measured by a water flow calorimeter5 .

3,4. Temperature of hot gas stream

The vertical temperature distribution within the layer of hot gases

flowing beneath the corridor ceiling at 2.0 and 5.2 metres from the end

scr-een was measured. by two 4-0 S. W., G. thermocouples which could be moved

vertically within the layer.

Owing to rad.iation losses) the thermocouple attained a temperature

below the actual temperature of the hot gas layer. The magnitude of

the error d.epend.ed on the intensity of rad.iation falling on the thermo

couple and the temperature and veloel ty of the stream of hot gases. It

was probably of the order o.f 100 deg C when the thermocouple was reading

600
0 c near the ceiling and 200 deg C when the thermocouple was reading

800°C near the bottom of the layer.*

3.5" Velocity of horizontal luminous flames

The veloeity of the horizontal luminous flames was measured using a

Hstreak ll camera (Fig, 2)0 This was a continuous film oscillograph

recoT.'d-ing camer-a modifie.d by fixing s immediately in front of the film) a

diaphragm with a 1.5 mm wide slit perpend.icular to the direction of motion

of the film, A stainless steel mirror was mounted beneath the ceiling so

as to refleot an image of the flames through a right angle into the camera

whioh was mounted on its side with the axis of the sUt parallel to the

cef.Li.ng , The camera and mirror were enclosed in a box covered with

aluminium on the outside and painted black on the inside$ an aperture

above the m,:Lrror permi.tted l:ight from thef'lames to enter the camera after

reflection in the mirror.

A ·typ,ical streak photograph (Plate 2) showed the variation in the

appearance of a 2 em wid,e x 80 om long strip along the axis of the ceiling

with time the time axi.s runs from right to left along the photograph.

---------------------------------
*These estimates were derived from measured. intensities of radiation as

r'l

de sor-Lbed by Heseld.en,""
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The photographs showed luminous flames moving steadily down the corridor;

the slope of their tracks in the photograph was related to the ve Locdty

b~neaththe oorridor ceiling

= (u2/0) tan oi.
·1

was the speed of travel of film in camera

was the velocity of the luminous flames

and

where

was the mean slope of the. tracks on the photographic film

was the magnification. This was determined by photographing

a number of lamps attaohed at measured intervals along the

ceiling.

3.6. Velocity of hot gases

In three experiments the vertical di.stribution of velocity at 2.0

and 5.2 metres from the rear screen was measured by a water cooled pitot

statio tube in conjunction with a diaphragm capacitancedifferenti~l

micro-manometer having a full .scale deflection of either 0.1 or- 1.0 mm

«.«, The measur-Ing head of the pitot tube was inclined at an angle

of about 30 to the horizontal with the tip upwards to prevent condensation

collecting round the holes.

3.7. Oxygen content of hot gas layer

In some preliminary experiments the gases in the layer beneath the

ceiling were sampled through a water-cooled probe with its inlet pointing

upstream} filtered through glass wool to remove solids and dried by

silica gel. The oxygen content of the dry gases was measured using a

Beckmann paramagnetic oxygen analyser.

3,8. Data reoording and processing

In the earlier experiments the instruments were connected to twelve

way automatic switching units and were switched for three seconds at a

time to D.C. amplifiers; the outputswere recorded by pen reoorders. In

the later experiments all the instruments (except the 40 S.W.G. probe

thermocouples, the narrow angle pyrometer ana. the water flow calorimeter)

were connected to an electronic data logging system. This took spot

readingsofe.ach of the instruments in turn, measured their output with

a digital voltmeter and recorded them On punohed tape with an aocuracy

of about + 0.05 mY. Readings were taken once every minute until

equilibrium had been reached (usually about 20-25 minutes) when a further

twelve reading.swere taken at half minute intervals.



The punched tapes were subsequently processed by a computer to convert

the outputs of the digital voltmeter to temperatures or heat transfer rates

which were then tabulated. The means of the readings taken after the

attainment of equilibrium were also tabulated.

3.9. Instrumentation in preliminary experiments

In the preliminary experiments measurements were made at a position

approximately halfway along the corridor of vertical temperature distribu

tion~ ceiling temperature, radiation downwards, luminous flame velocity,

and (in a few experiments) oxygen content of the hot gases. The instruments

used were similar to those described above.

4-. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED

Preliminary experiments in the smaller corridor with limited

instrumentation were carried out at four main rates of flow of town gas (125,

212, 250 and 375 cm3/s per em width of corridor) and with three depths of

screen at the front end of the corridor (0, 15 and 23 em). A fewexperi-

ments werE! carried out at other rates of town gas flow.

The main experimental programme with the larger corridor comprised

experiments at five town gas flow rates (300, 250, 183, 125 and 83 cm3/ s p'er

em width of corridor) at each of four distances beneath the ceiling (37, 66,
90 and 120 em). IThere was no screen at the front end in any of these

experiments.

5. EXPERIMENTAL .RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There were nosignifieantdifferences between the results of the

preliminary experiments and those of corresponding experiments in the main

programme. The results of the preliminary experiments have therefore been

included, with the results of the main programme where appropriate.

5.1. Appearance of flames

Except when the gas burner' was at its highest position (37 em beneath

the ceiling) the flames travelling horizontally beneath the ceiling had the

appearance of horizontal extensions of the ones rising vertically from the

burner although the horizontal flames were much longer than the vertical

ones would have been, At high rates of gas flow the flames beneath the

ceiling near the burner appeared to be continuous and to extend throughout

the depth of the layer of hot gases but further away they disintegrated

into "ba.LLs" which traxelled for some di.s tance along the corridor. At

lower rates of flow of town gas only balls of flame travelled beneath

the ceiling. Beyond the point where the balls ceased to be luminous

- 6 -



they could sometimes be seen to continue travelling along the corridor

as smoke vortices; this was partioularly noticeable when the burner

was 120 em beneath the ceiling.

When the burner was 37 em beneath the ceiling the flames had an

appearance similar to that described above at low rates of flow of town
'1

gas. However, at higher rates of flow of town gas (above about 150 em/s

per em width of burner) the layer appeared. to be starved of oxygen and the

flames had the appearance shown in Plate 3 and diagrammatically in Fig . .3.

Near the burner they were generally confined to the bottom of the layer

of hot gases but tonguBs of flame reached upwards into the layer. Away

from the burner the upward-reaching tongues of flame inoreased in length

until they licked the ceiling. Further away from the burner the

horizontal flames broke into separate pookets which travelled inside the

layer for one or two metres.

The upward tongues of flame appeared thicker than the .remainder of

the flameS when viewed from beneath and therefore appeared as the bright

patohes in the streak pho.tographa , The general ciroulation of the gases

within: the layer along the centre of the corridor is indicated in Fig. 3a;

at the sides of the oorridor the circulation was modified by the cooling

effect of the walls and the flow was downwards at the walls as shown in

Fig. 3b.

5. 2. Mr--rich and fuel-rich layers.

The visual observation of the flames suggested the existence of two

regimes of burning; one in which sufficient air to burn the town gas was

entrained by thB vertical portions of the flames and subsequent combustion

was controlled by mixing within the layer of hot gases, and the other in

which the layer corrtaf.ned ins.ufficient air to burn all the town gas and

combustion was controlled by the limited entrainment of air into the

bottom of the layer.

The results of the experimental measurements dBscribed later in this

report are in accord. with this interpretation of the visual observations

and, although the border between the two regimes was not well defined,

these situations in which the heat transfer rates and other parameters

have been modified by lack of oxyg.en within the layer will be described

as lying within the fuel=rich regime and the other situations as lying

wi thin the air-rich regime.
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5.3. Flame length measurements

Measurements of the length of vertical flames
6

have usually been made

to the mean position of the oscillating tips, ignoring detached portions.

However, this measurement was found to be difficult to make with the '

horizontal flames and visual estimates were therefore made of the distances

to which the balls of flame travelle.d; these (for the main series) are

given in Table 1 .

Tabl$ 1

Lengths of horizontal flames

(measured to tips)

------,---'------'
,Town gas flow

cm5/s per em width of
corridor

~J

125183250 83 !
I-----------;

Flame tip length - m l
I

~
l

4.0 2.5 1 .5 0.0 I,

I !,

4.5 4.0 3.0 i 1.0 II
3:6~ 15.0 1.5

4.5 3.5 0.5

300

Distance
of burner
beneath
ceiling

5.1h Vertical temperature and oxygen profiles

The ways in which the vertical distribution of temperature within the

layer of hot gases measur-ed by 40 S. W.G-. thermocouples varied with gas flow,

distance of burner beneath the ceiling and distance from the rear of the

corridor are shown in Figs. 4~6. The relation between the shapes of the

temperature profiles and the oxygen concentration profiJes within the layer

is shown in Figs. 7~9 which give measurements made at about 2.2 metres from

the rear of' the smaller corridor with the burner 37 em beneath the ceiling.

In the air·~rich regime combustion occurred close to the cei.Li.ng (Fig. 7) but

as the air/ town gas ratio decr-eased the combustion zone became thicker with

the maximum. temperature occur-r-ing nearer the bottom of the layer (Fig. 8)

while in the ruel·-rich regime combustion occurr-ed at the bottom of the

layer (Fig. 9) with a consequent peak in the temperature profile at that

point,

- 8 -



5"5. Depth of hot gas layer'

The position of the bottom of the layer of hot gases was found from

the measured tempE;rature distributions. Owing to the effects of radiation,

the reading of the thermocouple was not zero beneath the layer and the

bottom was defined by extrapolating the s teep portion of the curve wi thin

the layer and the shallow portion outside to meet at a point (Fig. 10) ..

In a number·ofexperiments j the bottom of the layer was outside the range

of travel of the probe thermocouple and could only be found approximately

by extrapolation. The depths of the layer of hot gases during the me:1n

experiments are given in Table 2. The depth of the layer of hot gases

did not vary with the rate of flow of town gas except when the burner was

37 em beneath the Geiling; when the rate of entrainment of air by the

vertical flames was low enough to be comparable wi th the. rate of f10w of

town gas, jT'he depth of the layer of hot gases when the burner was 37 em

beneath the ceiling, is shown in Fig. 11.

The layer of hot gases was generally thicker at 2.0 metres from the

rear of the corridor than at 5.2 metres; there was no difference when

the bur-ner- was 37 em beneath tho ceiling.

The layer of hot gases thickened as the distance of the burner

beneaththe ceiling increased. When the layer was air-ri ch and there

was no screen at the front end of the model., the depth of the layer of

hot gases was nearly half the distance of the burner beneath the ceiling
•

(Fig. 1 2): this linear relation.shiP did no t ho Ld at 5. 2 metres from the

rear of the corridor.

5.6. Yelocities of luminous flames

The veloDities of the luminous flames measured using the t!str~ak"

camer-a are given in Table 3. These velocities oor-r-eapond to the

velocities of the hot gases in the plane of the flames i.e, near the

ceili.ng when the layer was air-rioh and near the base of the layer

when it was fuel-riCh ..
1

In the air-rich regime the velocity was almost proportional to d2 ,

where d was the d.epf):l of the layer of hot gases (Fig. 13).



Table 2

Depths of layer of hot gases

Distance Distance from rear
of Town gas

"m
burner flow per

~~::Iheneath om wid.th

~ Iceiling of oorridor 2.0 5.2

om3/som
Depth of layer -cm

300 26 26

250 24 25

37 183 22 23

I 125 19 19

8.3. 1.8 18

300 32 27
250 - 31

66 183 30 29

125 31 29

83 - -
300 ) 36

250
)

36)
90 183 ) 40-50* 38

125
) 36)

83 ) 38

300 )

250 )
)

120 183 ) 50-60* 40-50*

125 )
)

83 )

*Based. on extrapolation of temperature distribution

- 10 -



Velocity of luminous flames

Dist.ance Town gas Dist.ance from rear 1of flow cm3/s m i
'burner per em

I [3.5 r Ibeneath width of 0.8 2.0 5.2
ceiling corridor I

em Velocity mls I- --
183 4,.11 I

I

120 250 4.38 3.55 I
4.81

I
300 4.52 I

!

..
4.22 3.34 I90 250 4.35 3.51

I300 3.78 3.38
'''"---_. -

183 2.86

66 250 2.87

300 2.73 2.88

125 2.16 2.07

183 2.08 1 .82

37
212 1 .08

250 1 .03 1 .49

300 0.98 1.66

375 0.68
, - -

5.7. Pitot tube measurements,

Measurements were made of the vertical velocity profile at 2.0 and

.5 •2 metres from the rear when the burner was 66 em beneath the ceiling. .

The micromanometer used with the pitot tube expressed the pressure

difference in terms of centimetres of water and the velocity of the layer

of hot gases was calculated using the equation
1
2'

v- (2g Z w T/fo To)

~ 11 '~



where z

w

o

T

T
a

was the anemometer reading (centimetres of water)

was the density of water

was the d ensity of the gases in the layer at N. T. P. (this was

assumed to be approximately equal to the density of air).

was the absolute temperature of the hot gases

was the absolute ambient temperature.

Measurements of the velocity distribution are shown in Fig. 14. The

accuracy of a pitot tube at low velocities depends on the temperature of

the gases since it is a function of the Reynolds number v~/(b

where D was the diameter of the pitot head
p

and was the kinematic viscosity of the hot gases (which increases with

temperature ) .

In the worst instances the Reynolds number corresponding to veloei ty

measurements 2.0 metres from the rear of the corridor was only about; 400

at the intermediate rate of flow of town gas and 250 at the highest rate

of flow of town gas~ but in these two instances the velooi.ties measured

by the pitot tube at the height where the luminous flames ocourred agreed

wi th the velocities of the luminous flames measured by the .streak camera.

This oonfirms that the pitot tube data were meaningful even in the doubtful

ins t.anoea " Generally the Reynolds numbers were about 500.

The accur-aoy of the pitot tube becomes uncertain at velocities

corresponding to Reynolds number-s of the flow round the pitot head of

less than about 500,

The main errors may have been those associated with the difficulties

of measuring the small pressures involved.

5,8, Mass flow!t"ate of hot gases

The mass flow rate of hot gases across unit area perpendicular to the

flow was oalculated from

,;<1

M :::
2

v.P::: (2g Z{) "i'.. TIT)
ff 1W!O 0 '

The total mass rate of flow of hot gases 'per em width of model was

obtained by graphical integration and the results are given in Table 4.

~ 12. -



Table .1+

Flow of hot gases (burner 66 Om beneath ceiling)

Town gas Distance Peak Momentum Mass Heat I"

flow rate from velocity now flow flow Air flow
per em width rear per em per em per em Gas now

em3/s
width width width

g/s m m/s s OID., s-,2 g/s w

83 0.048 2.0 1.8 300 2.5 81+0 51
5.2 1.6 31+0 - 800

183 0.106
2.0 2.8 1+90 2.5 1,600 23
5.2 2.0 610 - 1,000

2.0 2.8 51+0 2.5 2,000 13
300 °.173

5.2 2.5 790 3.3 1 ,450 18

At the low rates of town gas flow the position of the bottom of the

layer 5.2 metres from the rear of the model was not sufficiently clear to
If

enable M to be obtained.

The mass flow per om width of model 2.0 metres from the rear was

2.5 g/s at all rates of town gas flow. It was much greater than the

minimum necessary for complete combustion of the town gas.

At a town gas flow rate of 300 em3/ s per em width the mass flow rate

of hot gases Lncr-eaaed by 0.8 g/s per em width between 2~O and. 5.2 metres

from the rear; this was equivalent to an upward velocity of entrained

air (u) of about 1 r'9 em/s and an "errt.radnnerrt ocnstant." u/v of about

0.008 compared withabo'ut 0.1 for vertical flames.

The mass rate of entrainment of air by the vertical portion

flames was given by a simple theory based on experiments8 as

3/ .i
(h-d) 2 (g T /T)2

a

of the

Putting the ratio T~T == 0.25,

(h.-d) == 36 em we obtain

w == 1.0 em and

M == 0.4 g/s per em width of corridor.
v

The total mass flow rate of hot gases is given by

M == Mv + Mf

where Mf is the mass flow rate of town gas from the burner.



A town gas flow rate of 300 om/s per om width is equivalent to about

0.2 g/s per em width Le. Mf:'. 0.6 g/s per em width.

If the rate of entrainment of air by the horizontal flames between the

burner and the plane at 2.0 metres frbm the rear of the corridor was the

same as that between 2.0 and 5.2 metres from the rear, the mass entrained

between the burner and the 2.0 metre plane was about 0.4 g/s. Thus the

calculated flow of hot gases at 2.0 metres from the rear was about 1 .0 g/s

per em width which must be compared with the measured flow of 2.5 g/s

(whioh was independent of town gas flow rate). The unexpectedly large

entrainment may have occurred into the horizontal flames near the burner

(because of increased turbulence caused by the change in direction of the

hot gases) or it may have occurred into the vertical flames above the
8burner due to t heir confinement by the rear and side acr-eens ,

5.9. Entrainment into fuel-rich layer

When flames occurred at the bottom of the layer of hot gases the

heating of the lower parts of the layer resulted in convection currents

within the layer.

The increased vertical mixing made it likely that the velocity of

the flames measur-ed by the streak camera was the same as the velooity

of the gases over most of' the depth of the layer.

In the instances where velocity measurements were made at two

distances from the rear of the corridor with the burner 37 em beneath

the ceiUng 1 the rate of entrainment of air between the two measuring

points was calculated and the results given in Table 5.

Table 5

Entrainment into fuel-rich layer

Town gas -flow Distances at Upward
Entrainmentrate cm3/s per which measure- velocity of

em width of' ments were made entrained air constant

corridor m cm/J':1.

L •
-

2.0 ~ 3.5 1 .9 0.015

300 2.0 - 5.2 1 .7 0,,013

- --

- 14-



The upward velooity of the entrained air is the 13 ame as that ca.l.cu.Iat ed

for the air-rich regime but because the measured velocity of the layer was

rather less the entrainment cons tant is apparently higher.

5.1 0 • Momentum of hot gas layer

The rate of transfer of momentum across a unit area perpendicular to

the flow was given by

II ,2 ",' ,..,
M v = v,:.,! = 2 g Z,..,J,w

where M~ was the mass rate of flow per unit area,

The pitot tube measured momentum directly and its calculation did not

involve a knowledge of the temperature of the layer of hot gases. The rate

of transfer of momentum across a vertical strip of unit width perpendioular

to the flow} (obtained 'by graphical integration) Ls given in Table 4.

The momentum at 5.2 metres from the end screen was greater than that at 2.0

metres partioularly at high rates of flow of town gas.

This change in momentum was of the same order as the difference between

the buoyancy forces acting in the two positions which was given by the

differenae between the integrals (evaluated graphically)

fd
dy

y G
T

o

('

P d
dz =:~~.g " (d-z) ~ dz

o

Where y was the height above the bottom of the 1ayer in the two posi tions ~

and. z is a "dummy" variable.

The momentum of the horizontal flow could have been derived partly from

the flow of .ho't gases out of the end of the corridor and partly from pressure

differences caused by the effect of the ceiling on the momentum of the hot

gases rising from the fire" Treating the flow out of the end of the

corri.do.r as flow over a wei,r the momentum flow out of the end of the corridor

may be shown to be givenby

(M)1 = 0,54 wg Po d
2

9fT
I

In the experiments d was about 30 Qm~ at the lowest rate of flow of town

gas 9 ~ 30Q')Cso that (M );;~~ 300 g em s·~2 per em width. This is of the
IT 1

same order as that measured a.t 5.2 metres from the rear of the corridor

(340 g om s-2).

- 15 ~



At the highest rate of flow of town gas 9:.X. 600
0C

and (Mv)1
400 g em .8-

2 per em wi.dth whioh was about half of that measured 5.2 metres

from the rear (790 g em s~2).

The upward velocity of the flame.s entering the bottom of the hot layer
8 1 1

was estimated· to he OS g2 (h-d)2 whioh was about 2.0 mls so that by using

measurements at 2.0 metres from the rear screen and assuming that the rate

of entrainment into the horizontal layer was independent of position, the

mass flow rate of hot gases entering the layer was estimated to be about

2.0 g!.s. The momentum flow of the hot gases entering the layer was

(M )0~ 4.00 g em s-2 per em vri.dth ..
v "-

Thus at the highest rate of flow of town gas the measured rate of

transfer of momentum across a plane perpendicular to the flow 5.2 metres

f'rom the rear of the corridor could be accounted for by assuming that

pressures due to the destruction of momentum in the hot gases rising

vertically f:rom the fire imparte.d some horizontal momentum to the gases in

the layer berreath the ceiling ~

.5 .11. Rate of convective heat flow

The convective heat transfer across unit area perpendicular to the

flow of hot gases was given by

1 = Meg
. p

where C is the specific heat of the gaBes
p

and 9 was their temperature above ambient

The rate of convective heat trans.fer per unit width of corridor (obtained 'by

graphical integration) is also given in Table 4. These results will be

discussed later.

.5.1 20 Radiation from ve:ctical flam.es

The intensities of radiation measured by the pyrometer directed at the

vertical parts of the flames increased with the town gas flow but decrea.sed

as the distance of the burner heneath the ceiling increased.

5.13 Q Radf.ation downward.s

The radiometers had an acceptance angle4 of about 1350 and being 66 em

beneath the ceiling they accepted. little radiation from the sides of the

corridor below the level of the bottom of t he layer of hot gases. The

effective configuation factor of the bottom of the layer of hot gases

vari ad from about 0,75 s when the layer was 18 em deep ~ to 0,85 when it wa.s

more than 40 em deep. Thus any uncertainty of the effective pcsLHan of

the bottom of the layer of hot gaaes did not greatly affect the configuration

factor"

.. 16-



It is shown in Appendix 2 that the intensity of radiation from the

base of the layer of hot gases at a point immediately over a radiometer

was given by

I ~ I If;o r

where I
r

and J!;

was the intensity recorded by the radf.ome ter

was the configuration factor.

Some typioal intensities of radiation at the bottom of the layer of hot gases

are shown on Figs. 15a and b.

Value,s of flame lengths were obtained visually ana. also by defining the

flame tips as the point where the radiation intensity had dropped to

0.9 W/om
2•

Fig. 16 shows that the two methods are in fair agreement,

The intensity decreased roughly exponentially with distance along the

corridor when the layer was a:Lr-rich and the intensity exceeded about

1.0 W/cm2• When the layer was fuel~rioh the rate of decr-eaae of intensity

was less than when it was air-rich (Fig, 15a),

It was found graphically (Fig, 17) that in the air-rich regime the

exponential portions of the intensity-distance curves had the equation

r/ro := expck (xo + xVil:= exp k X/I

where x was dis tance measured from the rear of the corridor.

X was the distance measured from a ltvirtual origin. 1I

Xo was the distance of the virtual origin behind the rear of the

corridor. This was between 2,.0 and 2.7 times the distance of

the burner- beneath the oeiling but was apparently independent

of the rate of flow of town gas (Table 6).
k was a constant having the value 4.0

1 was the f'lamelength measur-ed from the virtual ong:w (the flame

tips were defined as the point where I := 0.9 W/cm
2

(Table 7)).

and I o was the effective inten,sity of radiation at the virtual origin

I 2and had the value 50 Wem -.
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Table 6

Dist.ance of' virtual origin of' horizontal
f'Lames behind rear of' Gorridor

Distance of'
virtual origin
behind rear
o f'" corridor
(x) om

o

Distance of'
burner beneath

ceiling

em

Ratio of x to
distanceoof'

burner beneat_hI
ceiling

,-_._------+-----
37
66

90
120

100

140

180

240

2.7
2.1

2.0

2.0

Table 7

Flame lengths: (measu.red from virtual origin)

Rate of flow
of town gas
per em width

cm3js

300

250

183

125

83

Flame
length

om_......_---
700

620

500

390
270

The interpretation of' Fig, 17 is that it could be assumed that the

horizontal f'lames had a virtual origin behind the rear of' the corridor

to allow for the ver'tical par'rioned' the flames between the burner and

the eeiling. The intensity of radiation at a given distance (relative

to the flame length) along the flame was always the same and over most

of the flame length the i.ntansityfell off exponentially with increasing

di.stance.
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5.14. Flame lengths

It is .shown in Appendix 3 that the flame length can be reasonably

correlated as a function of a dimensionless group having the form of a

Froude number

where 1 is the horizontal flame length measured from the,jrt.ual origin.

d is the depth of the layer of hot gases.

m''." is the rate of flow of town gas per em width.

and is the density of the ambient air.

This is similar to the function given by Thomas for vertical flames
6

except that the relevant dimension is the depth of the layer of hot gases

rather than the width of the fuel bed. For these corridors, the expression

reduces to

where Vf was the volume rate of flow of town gas

and was its density.

The correlation is shown in Fig. 18. The flame lengths measured in

the preliminary experiment.s have also been included, it was assumed that

in those experiments the virtual origin was at the same position as in

laterexperiments, viz, X o = 100 em. "Where the flames were longer than

the oorridor the value of 1 was nat known but a minimum value of lid

was calculated a.s.suming the flames were just reaching the end of the

corridor. These poi,nts are indicated in Fig. 18 by upward pointing

arrows.

1 5 em

(.mW ,1:- 0

i 31"
When (m~Jo g2 it .<:') 0,024 with Bither no front end screen or a

deep front end screen fitted to the corridor, and when

gt a3/2)< 0.,01.8 with a 23 em deep front end screen
.1. 31 .2

lid _ 220 (m%.Jo g2 d 2 P

Le. 1 is independent of d
,,?and proportional to m3 •
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Thus under these conditions it is immaterial what dimension d

reprezents. Although the theoretical analysis suggests that it should

in faot be the layer depth the assumptions made are so wide that the

analysis can only be regarded as valid if the "cr-I tical" values of

m~~) g~ d312 (above which the ~ power law no longer holds) are
.0,.

independent of scale for geometri.cally similar cor-r-idor-s . The

experimental evidence shows that if d is taken to be the layer depth

the oritical value Ls apparently independent of scale for the one situation

where the scale effect was examined 1. e. when there was no screen at the

front end of the corridor. I

1. 3/2
The critical value of nile:) g2 d '. corre.sponded to the transi Hon1( 0

from the air-rich to the fuel-rich regime. In the fuel-rich regime the

rate of burning is oontrolled by entrainment into the layer which is

approximately constant with distance from the burner and hence the flame

length should be proportional to the :rate of flow of town gas. There

are insufficient measurements to confirm this.

5.1 5. Comparison between horizontal and vertical flame lengths

An expression9 for the heights of flames rising vertioally from

fuel beds of different shapes is

L/D~ 40 (m"./J,. a
d

where L is the flame height

D Ls the shorter dimension of the fuel bed

and m" is the burning rate per unit base area of fuel bed

j. e. the lengths of horizontal flame.s (measured from their virtual origin)

are about 5~ time.s greater than the lengths of vertical flames from the

same fuel bed.

The meaaucementa were not strictly comparable as the horizontal flame

lengths were measur-ed to the tips of the flames whereas the mean lengths

of the vertical flames were measur-ed, but they do show the large Lncr-ease

in name length due to defleotion by the ceiling. The effect of the

differenceln the method of measurement has been studied for vertical

flames.

Me.a.surements of the lengths to the tips of vertical flames from

burners 1 .2 by 0, 3 metres and 1 . 2 by 0,1 5 metres were therefore made

using a "streak" camer-a. To a first approximation over the range of

experimental results
1

Lt/D = 280 m"/'''o (gD)2
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where L
t

was the flame height measur-ed to its tip and the two expressions

are shown in Fig, 19 together with the expression for air rich horizontal

flames.

The distance of' the virtual origin of the horizontal flames behind

the rear of the oorridor. x . is related to the vertical flame length.. a'
The pos i,Han of the. virtual origin does not appear to depend on the

town gas flow rate, so that if the latter is adjusted until the tips of the

vertical flame are just entering the layer of hot gases (flame length = h-d.,

the distance of the bottom of the layer above the burner) the equivalent

horizontal flames would have a length Xo j the distance of the virtual

origin behind the rear of the corridor. The value of (.t:~'-d)/:'~for these

experiments lie below the range of vertical flame lengths investigated,

and generally extrapolation is unjustified. However J with the burner

120 em beneath the ceiling the di.stance between the burner and the bottom

of the layer of hot gases was 65 em; then (h.·(I)/I) = 1 .3 which is not f'ar:

beyond the range investigated. Xo then has a value of 3.2 metres compared

with the value of 2.4 metres found in the experiments .

5.16. Heat transfer to ceiling

The heat transfer to the ceiling should to a first approximation

follow the same pattern as the radiation downwards. GeneraHy the heat:

transfer vard.ed roughly exponentaa.LIy with dis tance along the GarridoX'

although (as with downward radiation) it did not do this at high rates

of flow of town gas when the burner was 37 em beneath the ceiling.

In Fig. 20 H/Ho plotted against XiI

where H was the rate of heat transfer to the ceiling

and H was the rate of heat transfer-to the ceiling at the virtual
a 0

origin 7 found by extrapolation to have a value of about 70 W/rrrt.

The rate of heat transfer to the ceiling, varied with gas flow and

wi t.h the distance of the burner benea.th the ceiling in the same way as the

downward intensity of radiation, and the two heat transfer rat.es were of

the same The variation of the rate of heat transfer with distance

from the virtual origin is given by

H/H. ;:: exp C-k i X/I)
o . '?

wher-e H= 70 W/e,m" and k ' =. 4.6 (which are slightly
o

larger than the ccr'r-espondf.ng figures for downward radiation) over most

of the flame lengths, although near the flame tip there is an appreciable

deviation from the e:x:ponential. The small difference between heat transfer



1 .8 gls per ~m width of

to the (Ceiling and radiation downwards, '? probably due to the additional

heat transfer to the ceiling by convection and to the fact that there was

a background of heat radiation downwards from the hot c.edLf.ng , but little

heat was radiated upwards from the cold floor.

The heat transfer to the ceiling immediately over the burner, will

determine whether a flammableceiIing lining is likely to ignite and the

time taken to ignite it. The heat transfer to the 'l;~niling is shown as

a function of the town gas flow rate in Fig. 21, the solid lines represent

the above equation, whieh at low rates of gas flow holds even immediately

over the burner. However the maximum possible rate of heat transfer1 •. .

appeared to be about 17 W/cm
2

which occurred when (m1{' g2 d3h)~ 0,02.
,0

This appears to ;,,; the mo.st sensitive criterion for the transition from

an air-rich to a f'ue l-vr-i.ch regime. Any increase in the gas flow rate

above that necessary to give a heat transfer rate of 17 W/em
2

resulted

in a decrease in the heat transfer to the ceiling. A .similar maximum

rate of heat transfer to the ceiling was found in other experiments

using wood fuel.

When the burner was 37 em beneath the ceiling and the gas now rate

was 300 Gm3/ s per centimetre width of burner, the maximum rate of heat

transfer to the corridor ceiling oceurred about 1 metre away from the

burner and was only about 3~ W/('m2
. This form of distribution of heat

transfer was observed in the experiments10 at the Danish National Testing

Laboratory in Copenhagen in 1962"3.

In those experiments with wood fuel m

cor'r-i.dor-, dY.1 ,0 metre and

1 ?
mIl" g2 d

,i 0
0.045

LiP, much larger than for the exper-iments described in this report .

.5,17. Reat loss through ceiling

The calculation of the heat loss through the ceiling at equilibrium

is discussed in Appendix 1 . Based on these calculations the heat loss

is given by

H = 5.7 exp ("·2.9 X/I)r

Only about a quarter of the heat falling on the a eiling was lost

through it at equilibrium.
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5.18. Heat balance

The rate of' flow of aensrl.b Ie heat in the layer of hot gases (QI)

through any plane perpendioular to the flow was given by

where Qf was the rat.e of heat gain ('from combu.stion) between the burner

and the plane.

Qr was the rate of' heat; 10$s by radiation between the burner and

the plane.

~. was the rat~ of heat loss through the. CEiling and screens up to

the plane.

Qr and ~ were derived from the experimental data as described in Appendix 4.

In a f'ewexperimenta detailed veloeitY mea..surementsenable.d QI to be

calculat:ed fro~ the experimental data (Table 11-) and the heat balance for these

experiments is given in Table 8.
The difference. between the sum of the rates of heat loss and the heat

output of the town gas neyer exceeded 10 per cent. Beyond the tips of the

flames theBe two quanti ties should have been aqua.L, The agreement in

Table 8 isaatisf'actory.

Even when the f'J.ames extended 5.6 metres from the rear of the corridor

(7.0 metres from the virtual source) and the measuring point was 2,0 metres

from the rear of theoorridor (3.4 metre.a 'from the virtual source) the heat

loss was not signifioantly less than the oa1orific value; thus most of the

combustion must occur within the first half o.f the effective flame length.

Generally, detail.ed velooity measurements were not available, but the

heat content of the 1SJ'e.r of hot gases at the. flame tips in the air-rich

regime was deduced. from the' calorific value. of the town gas and the other

heat losse:s.

There Were lax>g$ vamatio:rl$ in the relative importance of' the various

methods of heat dissipation both with th.e rate of flow of town gas and the

d.Ls'tanoe of the 'burner beneath the (jeiling. However for geometrically

similar flames it would be expected that the percentage of the heat input

d.issipated by aaoh method .should. be ind:ependent of' scale. A shape f'actor

may be d:efined as (horiz.ontal flame length)I (total flame length) i. e.

(1 - ;:Co)!l and the h.e.at losses have been plotted as a function of this
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Table 8

Heat balance from heat tr&nsfer measurements

Burner 66 em beneath ceiling

(All heat flow rates refer to a 1 em width of corridor)

Heat loss
Gas Distance of
flow Horizontal measuring Through In stream I Heat-

per em flame point f'r-om outputRadiation ceiling of'not Total
width lengtl::). rear of r~

corridor a.na.wal1s gases townQr q Ql
Qr

~ill31f3
u gas

ill ill ft kW kW kW kW

2.. 0 1.8 0.. 8 2.. 0 4 .. 6
300 5,,6 5..0

502 2e7 1.2 1,,5 5e 4

20 0 1 .. 0.6 1 ..6 303.. i

183 3..6 3.0
5.2 1 .4 008 1.0 3.2

2.0 0~22 0.. 21 0,,84- 1.. 3
83 1.3 1 .4

•
502 0~24 0.. 23 0.80 1.3

,



in Figs. 22 and 23. Except where the burner was 57 em below the ceil ing
7

with a gas flow rate of 83 Gm.J/s per em wi.dth , the percentage heat losses

do appear to be independent of scale. The reason for the anomalous

behaviour in the one particular experiment is not clear sinoe there is no

doubt that the layer was air-rich in that instance, and the behaviour at

a higher town gas flow was not anomalous.

As the length of the horizontal portion of the flames increased the

proportion of the heat input which was radiated into the corridor also

Lncr-eas ed , from about 15 to 55 per cent in these experiments. At the

s.ame time the loss through the ceiling and walls increased from 10 to 25

per cent while the heat oontent of the hot gas layer decreased from 75

to 20 per cerrt.

Although further radiation will occur beyond the flame tips the

fraction which occurs up to the flame tips is a measure of the fraction

whioh is at a sufficiently high intensity to cause spread of flame over

surfaces. Thus, as a fire grows in size so that the. horizontal flames

become larger) not only is more heat produced buf a greater part of that

heat is radiated at an intensity sufficient to cause flame spread.

5.19. Effec t of emis sivi ty on heat balance

The effect of the emissivity of the layer of hot gases on the heat

balance can only easily be consid.ered very approximately.

It is assumed that the layer of hot gases and flames was radiating

as a uniform grey body of emissivity '.~ and that heat transfer to the

ceiling by convection could be ignored in comparison with radiative

transfer. Two limiting types of ceilings are considered, firstly a

perfectly insulating ceI Li.ng in which all the heat absorbed by the

ceiling is r-e--r'adf.a ted.

Then T4- = T 4-
C';

where T was the absolute bot gas temperature

and T was the absolute ceiJing temperature
c

For the heat balance of the layer at equilibrium

where Bq was the I.ncr-eas e in the s ensibLe hea 1:

was the increase in the heat car-r-Led, as latent heat in the

water vapour (due to the Lncr-ease in the mass of water

vapour resulting from combustion) per unit area of ceiling

and Q was the heat output of the burning fuel per unit area of ceiling.



Combining the above two equations gives;

(2"'"-" ... ;,2) .y· lJA + B~ = Q_

Assuming Q = 7.5 W/rm2, = 1.0 W/cm2 and B = 3.3 x 10-2 W rm-
2deg

C-1

the effert of on the downward radiation has been plotted in Fig. 24.

These'Cond case is that of a cold ceiling assuming all heat falling

on it is absorbed.

ThEln, for the heat balance of the layer,

, 4- (\
2;~ \yJ T + K.", = Q -

For the same heat output as before the effect of on the downward

raoiation has also heen plotted in Fig. 24. A reduction in emissivity

from unity to 0.5 with a cold ceiling or 0.3 with a perfectly insulating

ceiling resul ts in a r eduotion in downward radiation of only 10 per cent.

6. C0NCLUSIONS
(1) Two regimes of burning could be distinguished, one in which the layer

of hot gases heneath the ceiling was air-rich and one in which it was fuel-

r-i.ch, In the .air"'rieh regime the layer contained more than sufficient

air (mainly derived from entrainment by the vertical portion of the flames)

for complete combustion of the town gas; the rate of combustion was then

presumably controlled by mixing wi thin the layer and flames were generally

close to the ceiling.

In the fuel·-rich regime the rate of combustion was controlled by the

limite.d entrainment into the base of the layer and flames were confined to

the lower part of the layer.

Because entrainment both into the vertical flames and into the base

of the layer occurred simultaneously the transition from one regime to the

other was not well d.of'Lned .

It is likely that with an actual fire in a compartment the air-rich

regime would he important during the critical stages in its g't,;o;Nth.

(2) The horizontal f'Lames behaved as though they originated from a virtual

source ata distance x behind the rear screen; x depended on the distanceo 0

of the burner beneath the ceiling but did not depend on the rate of flow of

town gas.

(3) The horizont.aJ flame lengths measured from the virtual source could be

correIated by the r-eLationship I/d= f (mlA,) gi- d3J; ) . The transi.tion
:, 0

from the air-dch to the fuel-rich regime occurred at a critical value of

(m lAo! gf2 d3/? ) of about 0.025 if the front end was open but rather less if
J 0

it was partly closed by a screen,
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1. __

lid =

In the air-rich regime

1 3/ ;2
220 (m g? d -;()"3

a
2 1

220 (mf1'o)3/g3

Above the critical value the flames became further elongated.

(4) If distances along an air-rich flame measured from the virtual origin were

scaled according to the flame lengths, then the intensity of radiation downwards

at a given distance from the virtual origin was always the same whatever the

town gas flow or the distance of the burner beneath the ceiling. Over most of

the flame length

I = 50 exp (-4. 05 X/l) W/ em2

When the layer was fuel-rich the intensity near the rear of the 00rridor

was less while that near the front end was greater than would he calculated

from the 'above fO:r'mula.

(5) -The heat transfer to the ceiling obeyed similar laws to the downward

radiation and in the air-rich regime over most of the flame length

H = 70 exp (-4.6 x/l) W/cm2

The heat transfer to the ceiling immediately over the burner had a peak

value of 17 W/cm2 which occurred sIightly before the other signs of the

transition from an air-rich to a fuel-rich layer (i,e. when m'~<:~ g~ d3/?
was slightly less than the critical value given in (3) above). In the

fuel-rich regime the heat transfer to the ceiling immediately over the

burner decreased with inoreasing town gas flow.

(6) The heat loss by radiation into the corridor up to the flame tips is a

measure of the prcpor-tdon of the heat of combustion which is radiated at an

intensity sufficient to cause flame spread over materials. In the air-rich

regime this depended on a shape factor defined as (1 - x )/1 and increased
o

from about 15 per cent when this was 0"5 to 55 per cent when it was about

0.8.

(7) The above relationships have been established for the experimental

corridor (which was effectively without a floor)" Differences in the

emisf'iivity of the flames should not be of great importance and there was no

ev.id.ence of a scale factor, so that it should be possible to use the relation

ships for larger scales although larger scale experiments are obviously

desirable. Although experiments were carried out wi th one burner width only.



the form of the correlation for flame length suggests that the results should

apply to other burner widths or to fires of the same order of size. Changing

the insulation of the corridor would not be expected to change the form of

the above relationships although the values of heat :transfer rates would be

altered. The effect of a floor to the corridor will be discussed in a

further report.
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APPENDIX 2

Radiation intensity at base of hot gas layer and
radiometer readings

The intensity of radiation at the base of the layer of hot gases varied

with distance from the burner but at any given distance it was approximately

constant across the width of the corridor.

base of layer
of hot gases

Consider a narrow strip of the base of the layer of hot gases normal to

the axis of the corridor and a distance S! from the point immediately above

the radiometer. If ¢ ({;') was the configuration factor of this strip at the

radiometer, the total intensity of radiation at the radiometer (rr) was given

by

where I C€) was the intensity of radiation from the strip. This expression

may be easily evaluated for two cases.

Case 1

If the radiation varied linearly along the corridor the radiation received

by t~e radiometer was the same as it would have been if the bottom of the

layer of hot gases was radiating uniformly at the intensity immediately above

the radiometer (Ie) because the radiation recelved varies linearly with that

- 31-



emitted, Le.

where ¢a was the configuration factor at the radiometer of the position of

the bottom of the layer of hot gases wi thin the limits of "cut-off" of the

radiometer.

Case 2

If
I ::: I o exp( -kX)

where I was the intensity at any point along the corridor

I o was the intensity at the virtual origin

X was distance measured from the virtual origin

where xI' was the distance of the radiometer from the virtual origin

s - a

exp(-k~ ) ¢(~) .... (2.1)

The summation term is independent of xI' and thus, if the radiation

distribution at the radiometer was exponential, the radiation distribution at

the bottom of the layer of hot gases must also have been exponential.

Equation (2.1) may be written

where K is a function of k.

Approximate values of K were evaluated (Table 9) for the values of k

obtained in the experiments.
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Table 9

Correction factors for radiation

-----------
Gas flow

cm3js per em K

width

Thus at high gas flows

300

125

83

0.99

0.95

0",90

1--' I r6r ,-, C" a

with an error which was negligible compared with uncertainties in measurement ..

The maximum error was 10 per cent at the lowest gas flow.



APPENDIX 3

Horizo!!;tal flE!.me len8'j;E~

Thomas6 has shown that data on flames rising vertically from a fire can he

related approximately to data obtained from studies of nen-o-eact Ing hot gases .•

He has shown that for any fuel the height of a turbulent diffusion flame
"1 is related to the volumetric flo'W of fuel per unit area of burner Vf and

the burnerdi~ension D

or

1/» = f

LID = f

II

where m is maas rate of flow of fuel per unit area of burner

or for a. line source

Thomas! a analysis can be adapted for horizontal flames and since the main

basic assumptions are the same for both vertical and horizontal flames the

resultingcorrelations should beequallyva11t1,,,

It is assu~ed that the layer of hot gases beneath the ceiling contains

air which has been entrained by the vertical portion of the flames from the

burner but that no further entrainment takes place between the layer and the

cool air beneath~

:By analogy with fluid flow in channels the flame length was assumed to be

cGmtrolled by turbulent ~xing within the layer itself. The Reynolds number

in the experiment (taking the characteristic dimension as the depth of the

layer of ho·t gases) was of the order of 1O~OOO~

The fuel gas. and air were already partly mixed when they reached tbe

ceiling and it is aaaumed that this mixing is equivalent to that which would

have taken place had the layer originated from streams of unmixed gas and air

at a d.istance x
Oc

behind the rear of the mode.I (Fig 26) Le.. the upper part

of the stream at the virtual origin was a layer of fuel ga.s of depthd'
f

•

This proble~ has -been SOlved f'ar the laminar condition by l3urke and

Schumann1[, whose resultsleacl to' anequatitm. for the flame length for a given

fuelc>f the form
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where is the molecular diffusion coefficient

u1 is ve.Leca ty of the flames

J is the flatlle Lsngt.h

It
f

is the volume rate of J'Jr<.w of fuel gas

Y is the volume rate of flow of air and fuel gas

iqrthe turbulentccndition. c would be replaced by the eddy diffusivHy

which in thissltuation may be regarded as proportional to vd

and.

However, V and d are generally not :t.ndependent; if the depth of the

layer of hot gases is governed by the flow over the end of the model

and equat i.on (3.1) becomes

lid, = flV/lg(f3) ".'-H.. (),i3)

Alternatively, if the depth of the layer is partly controlled by the upward

momentum of the hot gases rising from the fire, it follows that, since the

gases in the la~er consist mainly of airentrqined in the vertical portion of

the f'Lamae ,

but frenD:! Fig 12-

it oc lit

V2
,,,c;; gd3 as in equatLen (3.2)

which again leads to equatLon (3~3).

If the front end of the model is partly obstructed by a acr-een; d iII.

equatLon (3.2) is the depth measured f'rom the bottom edge of the screen and

hence the form of the functional relationships (f2) will depend on screen

depth

i.e"
3 1

When \[f/Vis greater than the stoichiometric ratio, Le.. Vf /(gd)2:" is

greater than a. critical '\ralue, the flames will pass from the air-rich to the

fuel-rich regime~
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APPENDIX 4

The heat balance of the layer of hot gaaes up to any plane perpendicular

to the flow is given by

t· Q
u

where Q is the rate of heat output due to combustion up to that point
f

Q.
r

is the rate of heat loss by radiation up to the same point

Qu is the rate of heat loss through the ceiling and screens

0.1and is the rate of flow of heat contained in the hot gases
passing through the plane

0. always refers to a unit (1, em) width of corridor.

Radiati on loss

where; Qr 1 is the radiation from the horizontal flames

Q.r 2 is the: radiation from the vertical flames

Q.
r
3 is the radiation from the horizontal flames intercepted by

the vertical flames lI!i

and Q
r 4

is the radiation from the vertical flames intercepted by
the horizontal flames

Since I 50 exp (-4,05 X/T)
'I ~ \
I ,i':J

1.:.1(expo (-4,05 X~Yl- exp (-4 .. 05 (:x: +r:/ 0,

<:.;:;)

50)/1)11
......

where x +e
50 was the distance of the front of the burner from

the virtual origilli

= r h
Vi

where I was the radiation intensity from the vertical flames measured by
Vi

the pyrometeri'

where ¢ (,;.;) was the configuration factor of a strip dx of the horiz,ontal

flames relative to the vertical flames, this was evaluated graphically in a

few instances"

_ 7,h _



Q. 1?1 I hr4 = 1'/1 'j

where W'7was the configuration factor of the vertical flames relative to

the horizontal,' It was found'that Q
r 4

~ Q
r 3

"

Loss through ceiling and screens

where

and

Since

QU1
was the heat loss through the ceiling

QU2 was the heat loss through the side screens

"u3 was the heat loss through the rear screen

II. _. 5.7 exp (-2.9 X/I) W/cmd:.
c

Q
ut = 2,,0 ..1 (exp (-2.9 X/I) exp ( ....2.9 x/I) )

,0

It was assumed that heat was lost through the side SCreens at the same

rate as through theceiling t Le,. Q 2 :::: Q 1 (2d!",\»).u u

The heat lost through the rear screen was regarded as similar to t;b.e

heat lost through the ceiling

ioe. Q'u3 - 0.4 h

Heat content of the layer

0.63

Q
1

was derive.das described, previously by graphical integration of the

velocity profiles in Fig 14"
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FIG. 26. VI RTUAL ORIGIN OF HORIZONTAL FLAMES
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PLATE. 2. TYPICAL "STREAK" PHOTOGRAPH (POSITIVE PRINT)



PLATE. 3. FLAMES BENEATH
CORRIDOR CEILING




